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With TOGGLE (TOolbox for Generic nGs anaLysEs), you can create your own pipeline through an easy and user-friendly approach. Indeed, TOGGLE integrate a large set of NGS softwares and utilities to easily design pipelines able to handle hundreds of samples. The pipelines can start from Fastq (plain or compressed), SAM, BAM or VCF (plain or compressed) files, with parallel (by sample) and global analyses (by multi samples).

Moreover, TOGGLE offers an easy way to configure your pipeline with a single configuration file:

- organizing the different steps of workflow,
- setting the parameters for the different softwares,
- managing storage space through compressing/deleting intermediate data,
- determining the way the jobs are managed (serial or parallel jobs through scheduler SGE and SLURM).

TOGGLE can work on your laptop, on a single machine server as well as on a HPC system, as a local instance or in a Docker machine. The only limit will be your available space on the storage system, not the amount of samples to be treated or the number of steps.
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TOGGLE was used on different organisms, from a single sample to more than one hundred at a time, in RNAseq, DNAseq/SNP discovery and GBS analyses.

List of bioinformatics tools included:
- **BWA**: bwaAln, bwaSampe, bwaSamse, bwaIndex, bwaMem
- **SamTools**: samToolsFaidx, samToolsIndex, samToolsView, samToolsSort, mergeHeader, samToolsMerge, samToolsIdxstats, samToolsDepth, SamToolsFlagstat, samToolsMpileUp
- **PicardTools**: picardToolsMarkDuplicates, picardToolsCreateSequenceDictionary, picardToolsSortSam, picardToolsAddOrReplaceReadGroup, picardToolsValidateSamFile, picardToolsCleanSam, picardToolsSamFormatConverter
- **GATK**: gatkBaseRecalibrator, gatkRealignerTargetCreator, gatkIndelRealigner, gatkHaplotypeCaller, gatkSelectVariants, gatkVariantFiltration, gatkReadBackedPhasing, gatkUnifiedGenotyper, gatkBaseRecalibrator, gatkPrintReads
- **Fastqc**: fastqc
- **FastxToolkit**: fastxTrimmer
- **Tophat**: bowtie-build, bowtie2-build, tophat2
- **Snpeff**: snpeffAnnotation
- **Cutadapt**: cutadapt
- **Graphviz v2.xx** (optional)
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